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INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group over a field F and let r
be a rational representation of G on a finite dimensional vector space V
 .defined over F. A triplet G, r, V is called a prehomogeneous vector
space if G has a Zariski open orbit in V over the algebraic closure F of F.
In prehomogeneous vector spaces, there is an important class called
reduced irreducible regular. In a fundamental paper, Sato and Kimura
w xS-K gave a classification of reduced irreducible regular prehomogeneous
w xvector spaces over C. In R , Rubenthaler classified reduced irreducible
regular prehomogeneous vector spaces of parabolic type over R. However,
to study their arithmetic properties, especially their zeta functions, it is
necessary to know their forms over algebraic number fields. The purpose
of this paper is to classify forms of reduced irreducible prehomogeneous
vector spaces over non-archimedean local fields of characteristic 0 and
algebraic number fields.
More precisely, we explain what we will actually classify. Two prehomo-
 .  .geneous vector spaces G, r, V and G9, r9, V 9 are called equivalent to
each other if there exist isomorphisms
s : r G ª r9 G9 , t : V ª V 9 .  .
such that
t g¨ s s g t ¨ , g g r G , ¨ g V . .  .  .  .
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We say they are equivalent to each other over F if there exist s and t as
 .previously defined over F. For g, r, V , let G s TG with the centralder
Ätorus T and the derived group G of G. Let G be the universalder der
Äcovering group of G and p : G ª G be the natural projection. Hereder der der
Ä .  .we call the triplet G , r (p , V the semisimple part of G, r, V . Setder
Ä Ä Ä ..  .   ..  .G s T = G and r a, g s r a r p g . Then G, r, V defines a pre-Ä Äder
Ä .  .homogeneous vector space and we can recover G, r, V from G, r, VÄ
easily.
 .Let us consider triplets H, r, V consisting of a connected semisimple
simply connected algebraic group H and its representation r on a vector
 .space V. If H and r are defined over F, we say H, r, V are defined over
 .  .F. Let H9, r9, V 9 be another such triplet. We call H, r, V equivalent to
 .H9, r9, V 9 if there exist isomorphisms
f : H ª H9, l : V ª V 9
such that
l r g ¨ s r9 f g l ¨ , g g H , ¨ g V . .  .  . .  .
If there exist f and l defined over F, we say they are equivalent to each
other over F. Then we easily see two prehomogeneous vector spaces are
equivalent if and only if their semisimple parts are equivalent. In this
Ä .paper, we will give a classification of G , r, V over F for F a non-archi-Äder
medean local field or an algebraic number field by using Galois cohomol-
 .ogy for reduced irreducible G, r, V .
On the torus part, we recall the following. Let T 9 be a torus and let l9
Äbe a nontrivial character of T 9 into G defined all over F. Set G9 s T 9 =m
Ä Ä Ä ..  .   ..  .  .G , r9 a, g s l9 a r p g , and a, g g T = G . Then G9, r9, VÄ Äder der
also defines a prehomogeneous vector space over F for any such pair
Ä .  .  .T 9, l9 , and we obtain various G9, r9, V by changing T 9, l9 . To studyÄ
zeta functions of prehomogeneous vector spaces, it seems natural to
 4assume Ker r s 1 by taking the quotient if necessary. Then the choice of
 .T 9, l9 is irrelevant and we may assume G s H = G rKer r m 1 for am
 .triplet H, r, V with a connected semisimple simply connected H as
 . ..  .before, where r m 1 g, a s ar g . For such G we can prove the
1 .Hasse principle for H F, G , which is useful in the study of zeta func-
tions.
 .In Section 1, we describe the equivalence classes of G, r, V semisimple
parts of reduced irreducible prehomogeneous vector spaces by means of
w x w xGalois cohomology. Our idea is based on B-T and T1 . In Section 2, we
determine explicitly the equivalence classes for irreducible reduced preho-
mogeneous vector spaces for F a non-archimedean local field or an
algebraic number field by calculating Galois cohomology. In the case of
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algebraic number fields, we reduce the calculation to that on local fields by
the Hasse principle. The calculation over local fields will be done com-
pletely for non-archimedean fields. On R, the classification was completed
by Rubenthaler in the case of parabolic type, and in the other cases the
Galois cohomology is known by classical results.
1. PREHOMOGENEOUS VECTOR SPACES
Let F be a field of characteristic 0, F its algebraic closure, and
 .  .G s Gal FrF . A prehomogeneous vector space G, r, V is called irre-
ducible if r is irreducible over F, and is called reduced if it has the
minimum dimension under castling transformations.
 .In the following text, we consider triplets G, r, V , where G is a
connected semisimple simply connected algebraic group defined over F
and r is a representation of G on a finite dimensional vector space V
 .defined over F. We assume G = G , r m 1, V is an irreducible preho-m
 . ..  .mogeneous vector space, where r m 1 g, a ¨ s ar g ¨ . Hence
 .G, r, V is the semisimple part of a prehomogeneous vector space. Two
 .  .such triplets, G, r, V and G9, r9, V 9 , are called equivalent over F if
there exist isomorphisms f : G , G9 and l: V , V 9 defined over F which
satisfy
l r g ¨ s r9 f g l ¨ , g g G, ¨ g V . .  .  . .  .
We classify F-forms of them.
For G as before, let G be the split group over F which is isomorphic to0
G over F, let T be a split torus of G , and let B be a Borel subgroup of0 0 0
G containing T defined over F. Let D be the set of simple roots of G0 0 0 0
 .  .for the pair B , T . Let Aut G be the group of automorphisms of G .0 0 0 0
 .Then there exists a finite subgroup Q of Aut G such that each u g Q0 0 0
 .preserves T , B , and D , is defined over F, and Aut G is a semidirect0 0 0 0
 .product of Q and Int G , the subgroup of inner automorphisms, which is0 0
 .  .isomorphic to G s G rZ G for the center Z G of G . For these0 0 0 0 0
groups, we have a split exact sequence
1 ª Int G ª Aut G ª Q ª 1. .  .0 0 0
1  ..It is known that the Galois cohomology H F, Aut G classifies algebraic0
1 .groups over F which are isomorphic to G over F and H F, Q classifies0 0
 w x. 1 .quasisplit groups cf. S . For a class a in H F, Q , let f : G ª G be0 a 0 a 0
an isomorphism of G onto a quasisplit algebraic group G , defined over0 a 0
 .  .F, which gives a 1-cocycle in the class a. Then B s f B and T s f Ta 0 a 0 a 0 a 0
are a Borel subgroup and a maximal torus of G defined over F. Let Da 0 a 0
 .be the set of simple roots for B , T .a 0 a 0
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1 .Assume G is an inner form of G for a g H F, Q . Then there existsa 0 0
y1 s  .an isomorphism f : G ª G such that f f g Int G for s g G anda 0 a 0
y1 s 1 1 .   ..  .the 1-cocycle f f defines a class c in H F, Int G , H F, Ga 0 a 0
y1 .for G s G rZ G . Let Q s f (Q ( f anda 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a
G <sQ s u g Q u s u ;s g G . 4a 0 a 0
G 1 .Then Q acts on H F, Q as follows. Let f : G ª G be as before.a 0 a 0 a 0
 .y1 .  .Then f (u f (u g Int G , and the class of the 1-cocycle defined bya 0
1 G .   ..f (u : G ª G gives the class u c , and H F, Int G r Q classifiesa 0 a 0 a 0
F-forms of G which are inner forms of G .a 0
From each isomorphism class over F of inner forms of G , we choosea 0
 .  .G and fix f as before. Let T s f T and B s f B . We can choose f soa 0 a 0
that T is defined over F. Let D be the set of simple roots of G with
respect to T , B. Then f induces a G isomorphism between D and D cf.a 0
w x .B-T , Sect. 6 . Here the action of G on D is the natural one.a 0
Let r be a representation of G defined over F on V as previously, and
let l be its highest weight. Then it is known that l is invariant under G.r r
Let l s l ( f be the weight of G to corresponding to l by f. Since thea r r a 0 r
action of G on D is the natural one, we have a representation r of Ga 0 a a 0
 w x.on a vector space W over F with the highest weight l cf. T1 .a r
Comparing the highest weights, we see r ( fy1 and r are equivalent toa
y1each other over F, that is, r can be obtained as a F-form of r ( f . It isa
known that r is determined by r ( fy1 up to F-equivalence. Conversely,a
 .let G , r, W be a triplet as previously defined over F such thata 0 a
 .G = G , r m 1, W is an irreducible prehomogeneous vector space,a 0 m a
and let h be an isomorphism of G to an algebraic group G defined overa 0
y1 s y1 .F such that h h g Int G for s g G. If r ( h is equivalent to aa 0 a
representation r on V defined over F, then we obtained the semisimple
 .part G, r, V of a prehomogeneous vector space.
Let h: G ª G be an isomorphism as before. We seek the conditiona 0
under which r ( hy1 is equivalent to a representation rational over F. Fora
1 1 .   ..this purpose, we consider a map from H F, G to H F, PGL Wa 0
 .induced by r. Let a s g be a 1-cocycle in G . Choose g g G soa s a 0 s a 0
that the class of g in G is in g and the map s ª g is continuous.s a 0 s s
 s .y1  .  .Then g g g is contained in Z G . Let h s r g . Since r isst s t a 0 s a s a
  ..  .irreducible, r Z G is contained in the center of GL W . Let h s thea a 0 s
 .  .  .class of h in PGL W . Then h defines a 1-cocycle in PGL W , ands s
1 1 .   ..this induces a map r# of H F, G to H F, PGL W .a a 0
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let G be a quasisplit semisimple simply connecteda 0
group o¨er F and r a representation of G on W defined o¨er F. Let G bea a 0
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an algebraic group o¨er F, and h a isomorphism of G to G such thata 0
y1 s 1 .h h s Int with g g G for s g G. Let c be the class in H F, Gg s a 0 a 0s y1 .defined by g . Then the representation r ( h of G is equi¨ alent to as a
 .representation rational o¨er F if and only if r# c is tri¨ ial ina
1  ..H F, PGL W .
y1Proof. For each g g G , choose g g G as above. If r ( h iss a 0 s a 0 a
 .equivalent to a representation over F, then there exists A g GL W such
that
s A r ( hy1 Ay1 s A r ( hy1 Ay1 , .  . .a a
for all s g G. Since r is defined over F, we obtaina
r ssAy1A r ( hy1 (s h Ay1 sA .a a
s y1 y1ss A A r ( Int A A . .a gs
y1s sy1 y1s A A r g r A A r g . .  . .  .a s a sa
s y1  .  .  .Hence A A r g is contained in the center of GL W , and r# c isa s a
y1 s 1 .   ..the class of the 1-cocycle A A , hence trivial in H F, PGL W , where
 .A is the class of A in PGL W .
 .  .Conversely, assume r# c is trivial. Then we can find A g GL Wa
 . y1 s  .such that r g ' A A in PGL W , and we can trace the precedinga s
argument in reverse. This completes the proof.
 .Let G , r , V be a triplet as before with G a split group defined over0 0 0 0
 .F. Let l be the highest weight of r . Assume a triple G, r, V defined0 0
 .over F is equivalent to G , r , V over F. Then there exists an isomor-0 0 0
phism h: G ª G such that the representations r ( hy1 and r are0 0
equivalent to each other. Assume G is an inner form of G for a ga 0
1 .H F, Q and let f and c be as before. Changing h by an inner0
automorphism, we may assume h s f ( f (u for u g Q . The highesta 0
weight for r ( f is l (uy1 ( fy1 and is invariant under G. If there exists0 a
 . y1such G, r, V , taking f (u instead of f , we may assume l s l ( f isa a a 0 0 a
invariant under G. Let r be the representation of G with the highesta 0 a 0
weight l defined over F. Here we assume the following condition on l :a 0 a 0
G Gl ( Q s l ( Q . 1.1 .  .a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0
This condition can be checked easily for reduced irreducible prehomoge-
neous vector spaces. For example, we can show easily this condition is
satisfied if
<  4u g Q l (u s l s 1 . 4a 0 a 0 a 0
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 . y1 y1  y1 y1.Under 1.1 , if l (u ( f s l ( f (u ( f is invariant under G,0 a a 0 a a
then l (uy1 ( fy1 s l (u 9y1 for u 9 g QG. Hence r ( f is equivalent to0 a a 0 a 0
y1 y1 y1  .y1r (u 9 and r is equivalent to r (u 9 ( f s r ( f (u 9 . Whena 0 a 0 a 0
 .y1r ( f (u 9 is equivalent to a representation on V defined over F, wea 0 u 9
denote it by r . Letu 9
G , r 0 G <Q s u g Q l (u s l . 4a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0
Then, Proposition 1.1 and the foregoing consideration prove half of the
following theorem.
 .THEOREM 1.2. Let G , r , V and l be as before. Assume l is0 0 0 0 a 0
1 .  .in¨ariant under G for a g H F, Q and the condition 1.1 is satisfied.0
 .Then the equi¨ alence classes of triplets G, r, W o¨er F with G an inner form
 .of G , which are equi¨ alent to G , r , V o¨er F, are in one-to-onea 0 0 0 0
correspondence with
1 1 G , r 0Ker r#: H F , G ª H F , PGL W r Q . . . . .a a 0 a 0
Proof. Let the notation be as before. It is enough to prove that if
 .  .G, r , V and G, r , V are equivalent to each other over F for u , u 9u u u 9 u 9
g QG, then cuu s cu 9 for u g QG, r 0. Under this condition, there existsa 0 0 0 a 0
an automorphism l: G ª G defined over F and r ( l is equivalent tou 9
y1  .  .r . Let l s f l f with l g Aut G and set l s ab , a g Int G ,u a a a 0 a a 0
and b g Q . Let a s fy1 s f. Then by the first condition we havea 0 s
a sasb s aba s aba by1b ,s s s
since l is defined over F. From this we obtain
a sa s aba by1 , sb s b .s s
This implies b g QG and cby1 s c. Now we see r ( l is equivalent toa 0 a u 9
r (u 9y1 ( a ( b ( fy1, hence to r (u 9y1 ( b ( fy1. By the second condi-a 0 a 0
tion we see r (u 9y1 ( b is equivalent to r (uy1. This shows u 9y1bu sa 0 a 0
u g QG, r 0 and cu 9u s cu . This completes the proof.0 a 0 0
 . 1  ..To check the triviality of r # c in H F, PGL W , we consider thea 0
commutative diagram
r #a 0 16H1 F , G H F , PGL W . . .a 0
6
1.2 .d
X6
r #a 0 22 6 H F , GH F , Z G  . . . ma 0
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induced by the diagram
6 6 6 6 .1 Z G G G 1
6 6 6
a 0 a 0 a 0
6 6 6 6 .  .1 G GL W PGL W 1.m
 .In 1.2 , the second vertical is injective. Let d be the first vertical map.
 . X   ..Then r # c is trivial if and only if r # d c is trivial.a 0 a 0
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let the notation be as in Theorem 1.2. Let w be the
2   ..composite of d and the canonical map of H F , Z G toa 0
2  . . y1H F, Z G rKer r . Then r s r ( f is equi¨ alent to a representa-a 0 a 0 a 0
 .tion defined o¨er F if and only if w c is tri¨ ial. Let i be the natural map
2 . 2  ..H F, Ker r ª H F, Z G . Then Ker r # is in one-to-one corre-a 0 a 0 a 0
spondence with
dy1 i H 2 F , Ker r . . .a 0
and with
H 1 F , G rKer r rH 1 F , Z G rKer r . .  . .a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0
 .Proof. We note Z G rKer r is isomorphic to a finite group in G ,a 0 a 0 m
 .the center of GL W , hence a cyclic group. Let n be its order. We consider
the exact sequence
6
1 ª Z G rKer r ª G ª G 1, .a 0 a 0 m m
where the map G ª G is given by a ª an. Then we have the exactm m
sequence
H 1 F , G ª H 2 F , Z G rKer r ª H 2 F , G .  .  . .m a 0 a 0 m
2  . .associated with it. From this we see the map of H F, Z G rKer r toa 0 a 0
2 . X 2  .H F, G is injective. Since r # factors through H F, Z G rm a 0 a 0
.Ker r , the first assertion is clear.a 0
The second assertion can be seen easily, since the kernel of the natural
map
H 2 F , Z G ª H 2 F , Z G rKer r .  . .  .a 0 a 0 a 0
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 2 ..is i H F, Ker r . The last assertion follows from the exact sequencea 0
H 1 F , Z G rKer r ª H 1 F , G rKer r .  . .a 0 0 a 0 a 0
1 2ª H F , G ª H F , Z G rKer r . . .a 0 a 0 a 0
associated with
1 ª Z G rKer r ª G rKer r ª G ª 1. .a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0
 w xRemark 1.4. In Proposition 1.1, it can be shown cf. B-T , Sect. 12.6, 7,
w x.and T1 more generally that if D is the division algebra over F deter-
 . 1  .. y1mined by r # c g H F, PGL W , then r ( f is equivalent to aa 0 a 0
 .representation of G into GL D defined over F, where dim W s n andn r d
d is the index of D. We know by the preceding argument that the class
 .  .r # c is determined by w c .a 0
In the next section, we determine F-forms of reduced irreducible
reduced prehomogeneous vector spaces. We give a list of their semisimple
w x  .parts and Ker r , the numbering of which is due to S-K . We restrict I 10
 .to the case where G s SL = SL and omit III 1 for simplicity. We0 n n
w xfollow the notation of S-K . In particular, L are the fundamental domi-i
 .nant weights of G , 1 F i F l, for l s rank G , and V n is an n-dimen-0 0
sional vector space. We denote by m the groups of nth roots of unity andn
 .  y1 . < 4set D m s a, a a g m . The asterisk indicates it is of parabolicn n
 .type. In I 15 , c is a nontrivial homomorphism of Z to m with Z s m if2 4
<4 ¦ m and Z s m = m if 4 m.2 2
I. A regular prehomogeneous vector space
 .   .  ..  .1 * SL = SL , L m L , V n m V n , D m .n n 1 1 n
 .    . ..  .  .  .2 * SL , 2L , V n n q 1 r2 , n G 2 , m n odd , m n even .n 1 1 2
 .    ...  .3 * SL , L , V m 2m y 1 , m G 3 , m .2 m 2 2
 .   ..4 * SL , 3L , V 4 , m .2 1 1
 .   ..5 * SL , L , V 20 , m .6 3 3
 .   ..6 * SL , L , V 35 , m .7 3 1
 .   ..7 * SL , L , V 56 , m .8 3 1
 .   .  ..8 * SL = SL , 2L m L , V 6 m V 2 , m .3 2 1 1 1
 .   .  ..9 * SL = SL , L m L , V 15 m V 2 , m = m .6 2 2 1 2 1
 .   .  ..10 * SL = SL , L m L , V 10 m V 3 , m .5 3 2 1 1
 .   .  ..11 * SL = SL , L m L , V 10 m V 4 , m .5 4 2 1 1
 .   .  .  ..12 * SL = SL = SL , L m L m L , V 3 m V 3 m V 2 ,3 3 2 1 1 1
 .D m = m .3 1
 .   .  ..  .13 * Sp = SL , L m L , V 2n m V 2m n G 2m G 2 ,2 n 2 m 1 1
 .D m .2
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 .   ..14 * Sp , L , V 14 , m .6 3 1
 .   .  .. 15 * Spin = SL , L m L , V n m V m , n G 3, nr2 G mn m 1 1
.G 1 ,
 .   .. < 4  .m = m n or m odd , a, c a a g Z otherwise .2 1
 .   ..16 * Spin , spin rep., V 8 , m .7 1
 .   .  ..  .17 Spin = SL , spin rep.m L , V 8 m V 2 , D m .7 2 1 2
 .   .  ..18 Spin = SL , spin rep.m L , V 8 m V 3 , m .7 3 1 1
 .   ..19 Spin , spin rep., V 16 , m .9 1
 .   .  ..  .20 * Spin = SL , half-spin rep.m L , V 16 m V 2 , D m .10 2 1 2
 .   .  ..21 * Spin = SL , half-spin rep.m L , V 16 m V 3 , m .10 3 1 1
 .   ..22 Spin , spin rep., V 32 , m .11 1
 .   ..23 * Spin , half-spin rep., V 32 , m .12 2
 .   ..24 * Spin , half-spin rep., V 64 , m .14 1
 .   ..25 G , L , V 7 , m .2 1 1
 .   .  ..26 G = SL , L m L , V 7 m V 2 , m .2 2 1 1 1
 .   ..27 * E , L , V 27 , m .6 1 1
 .   .  ..28 * E = SL , L m L , V 27 m V 2 , m .6 2 1 1 1
 .   ..29 * E , L , V 56 , m .7 1 1
II. A nonregular prehomogeneous vector space, with relative invari-
ants
  .  ..Sp = Spin , L m L , V 2n m V 3 , m = m .n 3 1 1 1 2
III. A nonregular prehomogeneous vector space, without relative
invariants
 .   .  ..  .2 SL = SL , L m L , V n m V m mr2 G n G 1 ,n m 1 1
 .D m .n, m.
 .    ...  .3 SL , L , V m 2m q 1 m G 2 , m .2 mq1 2 1
 .    ..  ..  .4 SL = SL , L m L , V m 2m q 1 m V 2 m G 2 ,2 mq1 2 2 1
m .1
 .   .  .. 5 Sp = SL , L m L , V 2n m V 2m q 1 n ) 2m qn 2 mq1 1 1
.1 G 1 , m .1
 .   ..6 Spin , half-spin rep., V 16 , m .10 1
Remark 1.5. We remark on castling transformation and classification.
 .Let H, r, V be a triplet of a quasisplit semisimple simply connected
group and its irreducible representation r on V and let r* be the
contragredient representation of r on the dual space V * of V. Let us
consider the triplets
ÄG , r , V s H = SL , r m L , V m V p , . . /p p p p 1
ÄG , r , V s H = SL , r* m L , V * m V q . . /q q q q 1
Ä .for p q q s dim V. Then G , r , V is the semisimple part of a prehomo-p p p
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Ä Ä Ä .  .geneous vector space if and only if G , r , V is so, and then G , r , VÄq q q p p p
Ä Ä .is called a castling transform of G , r , V . It is easy to see Ker r ,Äq q q p
 .  .Ker r . Assume neither SL , L nor SL , L appear in the tensorq p 1 q 1
 .  . product decomposition of H, r and the condition 1.1 is satisfied for H,
. Yr . Then the F-form of G is of the form H9 = H for i s p, q, where H9i i
is an F-form of H, HY is an F-form of SL , and QG, r 0 s for G coincidei i a 0 i
with each other in the sense that the elements in that group induce the
identity on HY and are identical on H9. An easy consideration showsi
dy1 i H 2 F , Ker r , dy1 i H 2 F , Ker r . .  . .  . /  /p q
Ä .  .The condition 1.1 holds also for G , r , V for i s p, q. Hence thei i i
Ä Ä .  .classification of F-forms of G , r , V is identical to that of G , r , V .p p p q q q
2. CLASSIFICATION OF PREHOMOGENEOUS
VECTOR SPACES
In this section, we classify prehomogeneous vector spaces calculating
Galois cohomology in Theorem 1.2 and Proposition 1.3 case by case. We
usually give a proof for F an algebraic number field, since the case of local
 .fields is easier. Let G, r, V be a triplet of a connected semisimple simply
connected algebraic group G, a representation r of G on a vector space V
 .defined over F such that G = G , r m 1, V is an F-form of a reducedm
 .irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector space. Let G , r , V be one0 0 0
of the triplets given in the list of the previous section. We call this a split
form. By the list in Section 1 and considering the action of G on D, we see
easily formulate the following lemma.
LEMMA 2.1. Let the notation be as in Section 1 and the preceding text.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .1 Ker r / m only in the cases of I 1 ] 3 , 5 , 9 , 12 , 13 , 15 ,1
 .  .  .  .17 , 20 , 23 , II, and III 2 .
 .  .  .  .  .2 The outer form can appear in the cases of I 1 , 5 , 12 , and 15 .
 . G, r  4  .  .  .  .3 Q / 1 only in the cases of I 1 , 5 , 12 , and 15 for n e¨ena 0
and m e¨en.
 .  .4 The condition 1.1 is satisfied in all cases.
Our classification depends on the types of Ker r and whether outer
forms appear. First we treat the cases where Ker r s m , that is, the cases1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .of I 4 , 6 ] 8 , 10 , 11 , 14 , 16 , 18 , 19 , 21 , 22 , 24 ] 29 ,
 .  .III 3 ] 6 in Theorem 2.2. Then we treat the cases where Ker r / m and1
 .  .  .only inner forms of split groups appear, that is, the cases of I 2 , 3 , 9 ,
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 .  .  .  .  .13 , 17 , 20 , 23 , II, and III 2 in Theorems 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6. Last, we
treat the cases where Ker r / m and outer forms appear, that is, the cases1
 .  .  .  .of I 1 , 5 , 12 , and 15 in Theorems 2.7, 2.9, and 2.11.
Before proceeding to the calculation, we recall some results on Galois
cohomology and prepare some notation. Let F be an algebraic number
field or a local field of characteristic 0. For an algebraic number field F,
we denote by S the set of all places of F, and by S the set of all infinite`
places of F. For ¨ g S, let F be the completion of F at ¨ . From the exact¨
sequence
1 ª m ª SL ª PGL ª 1n n n
we obtain a map
H 1 F , PGL ª H 2 F , m 2.1 .  .  .n n
and we know this is bijective for F as before. For a non-archimedean local
F, we have a canonical isomorphism
12H F , m , ZrZ , 2.2 .  .n n
and for R
1 ZrZ , if n is even,22H F , m , .n  m , if n is odd.1
 .  .We denote by inv the composition of 2.1 and 2.2 . When F is an
algebraic number field and ¨ is a place of F, we denote by inv the¨
foregoing map for F .¨
 .Let S F be the space of symmetric matrices of degree n over F andn
 .let Alt F be the space of antisymmetric matrices of degree n over F. Forn
a quadratic extension K of F with the nontrivial automorphism i of K
over F, or a central simple algebra B over K with an involution i of the
 .  .first or the second kind, let H K and H B denote the space ofn n
hermitian matrices of degree n with coefficients in K or B with respect to
 .i. For a division quaternion algebra D over F, let AH D be the space ofn
anti-hermitian matrices of degree n with coefficients in D with respect to
 .  .the canonical involution i. For q g S F , let disc q be the class ofn
 .nnq1.r2 =2  .  .y1 det q in FrF , and for h g AH D , let disc h be the classn
 .n  . =2  .of y1 N h in FrF , where N is the reduced norm of M D . Forn
 .  .  =.h g H K , let disc h be the class of det h g HrN K . For q gn K r F
 .  .  .S F , let O q and SO q be the orthogonal and the special orthogonaln
 .groups of q, respectively, and let Spin q be the universal covering group
 .  .  .  .  .  .of SO q . For h g H K , H B , or AH D , let U h and SU h be then n n
 .  .unitary and the special unitary groups of h. For h g AH D , let Spin hn
 .be the universal covering group of SU h .
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 .  .  .Let q g S F with disc q / 0. If F is a local field, we denote by « qn
 .the Hasse invariant of q defined as follows. For x, choose g g GL F son
that tgxg is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal components a , a , . . . , a ,1 2 n
and set
« q s a , a , .  . i j
iFj
 .where , is the Hilbert symbol in F. When F is an algebraic number
 .field, let « q be the Hasse invariant of q considered as an element of¨
 .S F .n ¨
 .  . 1  ..For a fixed q g S F with disc q / 0, it is known that H F, O q0 n 0 0
 .  . 1 .classifies f g S F with disc q / 0 over F and that H F, m ,n 2
= =2 1  .. 1 .F rF . The map of H F, O q to H F, m induced by the exact0 2
sequence
1 ª SO q ª O q ª m ª 1 .  .0 0 2
 .  .coincides with disc q rdisc q under this identification. Moreover, it is0
1  ..  .  .  .known that H F, SO q classifies q g S F with disc q s disc q .0 n 0
From the exact sequence
1 ª m ª Spin q ª SO q ª 1 .  .2 0 0
we obtain the coboundary map
H 1 F , SO q ª H 2 F , m . .  . .0 2
 .  .  w x.For F a local field, this is given by c ¬ « q r« q cf. Sp , for c g0
1  ..  .H F, SO q , where q is an element of S F corresponding to c. Here0 n
2 .H F, m is identified with m .2 2
 .  . w xA similar invariant c h , h was defined for h g AH D in B1, B2 for0 n
a quaternion algebra D over an algebraic number field F. As in the case
1  ..  .  .of symmetric matrices, H F, U h for h g AH D with disc h / 00 0 n 0
 .  .classifies h g AH D with disc h / 0, and the map h inn
ht1 1 16 6H F , SU h H F , U h H F , m .  .  . .  .0 0 2
induced by
1 ª SU h ª U h ª m ª 1 .  .0 0 2
 .  . 1  ..coincides with disc h rdisc h . Let c g H F, U h be the class corre-0 0
 . y1 .sponding to h and assume h c s 1. Then t c consists of two classes c ,1
1  .. 2 .c . Let D be the coboundary map of H F, SU h to H F, m induced2 0 2
by
1 ª m ª Spin h ª SU h ª 1 .  .2 0 0
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 . 2 .and let c D be the class in H F, m corresponding to D. Then2
 .  .y1  .  .  .D c D c s c D and the class c h , h is defined as the class of D c1 2 0 1
2 .   .:in H F, m r c D .2
In the rest of this paper, we denote by q the symmetric matrix0
0 Em , /E 0m
if n s 2m, and
0 E 0m
,E 0 0m 00 0 1
if n s 2m q 1, where E is the unit matrix of degree m. These matricesm
 .are denoted by h when considered as elements of H K . For a division0 n
quaternion algebra D over F and an even integer n, let h be an element0
 .of AH D with maximal rank, that is,n
0 En r2
.yE 0 /n r2
We begin with the cases where Ker r s m .1
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .THEOREM 2.2. Let G, r, V be of type I 4 , 6 ] 8 , 10 , 11 , 14 , 16 ,
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .18 , 19 , 21 , 22 , 24 ] 29 and III 3 ] 6 . If F is an algebraic number
field, we ha¨e
Ker r # , Ker r #,0 0¨
¨gS`
1 1 .   ..where r #: H F , G ª H F , PGL V induced by r , the representa-0¨ ¨ 0 ¨ 0¨
tion r o¨er F . Namely, the classification is reduced to that o¨er R. In0 ¨
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .particular, in the cases of 4 , 6 ] 8 , 10 , 11 , 14 and III 3 ] 5 , there
exist only the split forms.
If F is a non-archimedean local field, one has only the split forms.
Proof. In the preceding cases, it is enough to consider inner forms of
the split group G . Since Ker r s m and QG, r 0 s m , it is enough to0 0 1 0 1
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determine Ker r #, hence Ker d , by Proposition 1.3, where d is the0
1 2 .   ..coboundary map H F, G ª H F, Z G associated with the exact0 0
sequence
1 ª Z G ª G ª G ª 1. .0 0 0
From this, we obtain the diagram
p d1 1 26 6 .  .   ..H F, G H F, G H F, Z G
6 6 6
0 0 0
,
p¨1 1 26 6 .  .   ..H F , G H F , G H F , Z G .  v 0 v 0 v 0
¨gS ¨gS ¨gS`
Here the horizontal sequences are exact, the vertical maps are injective,
 w x .and the first vertical map is bijective cf. P-R , Theorems 6.6 and 6.22 .
Then by the foregoing diagram, we see easily Ker r # s Im p , and it is in0
one-to-one correspondence with
p H 1 F , G . . ¨ ¨ 0
¨gS`
and with  Ker r #. This proves the first assertion. As for the¨ g S 0¨` 1 .second one, we note in the cases indicated in the assertion, H F , G¨ 0
vanishes and Ker r # consists only of the trivial class. This completes the0
proof.
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .In the preceding types, I 4 , 6 ] 8 , 10 , 11 , 14 , 16 , 21 , 24 , 27 ,
 . w xand 28 are of parabolic type and their classification was completed in R .
The other cases can be treated easily by Galois cohomology.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let F s R.
 .  .  .  .1 Let G, r, V be of type I 18 . Then G , Spin q = SL with3
q s q or yE .0 7
 .  .  .  .  .2 Let G, r, V be of type I 19 or 22 . Then G , Spin q with
1 0 E 0 E 02 10 .  .  .  .  .q s q , E , or for 19 , and q s q , or for 22 .0 9 00 yE 0 yE 0 y18 9
 .  .  .  .3 Let G, r, V be of type I 25 and 26 . Then G , H = H , where1 2
 .H is one of the two groups of type G o¨er R and H s m for 25 and SL1 2 2 1 2
 .for 26 .
 .  .  .  .4 Let G, r, V be of type III 6 . Then G , Spin q for q s q or0
E 09 ..0 y1
 .  .Proof. Assertions 1 and 2 easily follow from the fact that the
1 2 .   ..coboundary map H R, G ª H R, Z G is injective for G s SL0 0 0 n
 .  .and is given by the Hasse invariant for G s G s SO q with n odd.0 0 0
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 .The third assertion follows from this and the fact that Z H s m for a1
group H of type G and there exist two isomorphism classes of algebraic2
 .groups of type G over R. For 4 , let Y , m be the kernel of the map of2 2
 .  .Spin q to SO q . From the diagram0 0
6 6 6 6  ..  .1 Z Spin q Spin q Spin q 1 .
6 6
0 0 0
6 6 6 6 .1 m SO q SO q 1, .2 0 0
we obtain
d1 1 26 6  ..  .    ...H R, Spin q H R, Spin q H R, Z Spin q .
6 6
0 0 0
1 1 26 6  ..  .  .H R, SO q H R, SO q H R, m .
6
0 0 2
«
2 .H R, Y ,
where two rows and the first column are exact and « is the Hasse
invariant. From this, we see the kernel of d comes from classes c g
1  ..  .H R, SO q such that « c s 1. This completes the proof.0
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Next we treat the cases of I 2 , 3 , 9 , 13 , 17 , 20 , 23 , II, and III 2 ,
where there appear only inner forms of split groups and Ker r / m . First1
 .  .  .  .  .we treat the cases of I 2 , 3 , 9 , 13 , II, and III 2 . In these cases, we
have QG, r 0 s m .0 1
THEOREM 2.4. Let F be an algebraic number field or a local field.
 .  .  .  .  .1 Let G, r, V be of type I 2 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a
  ..SL , r, S F , wheren n
tr g ¨ s g¨ g , 2.3 .  .
 .   .  ..or to b SL D , r, AH D for an e¨en integer n and a di¨ isionn r2 n r2
quaternion algebra D with the canonical in¨olution i, where
r g ¨ s g¨g 2.4 .  .Ä
ti .  .and g s g for g s g .Ä i j i j
 .  .  .  .  .2 Let G, r, V be of type I 3 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a
  ..  .  .   .  ..SL , r, Alt F , with r as in 2.3 , or to b SL D , r, H D forn n n r2 n r2
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an e¨en integer n and a di¨ ision quaternion algebra D o¨er F with r as in
 .2.4 .
 .  .  .  .  .3 Let G, r, V be of type I 9 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a
  .  ..SL = SL , r, Alt F [ Alt F , where6 2 6 6
t tr g , 1 ¨ , ¨ s g¨ g , g¨ g , g g SL , .  . .  .1 2 1 2 6
t
r 1, h ¨ , ¨ s ¨ , ¨ h , h g SL , .  .  . . 1 2 1 2 2
 .   .  .  ..or to b SL D = SL , r, H D [ H D for a di¨ ision quaternion3 2 3 3
algebra D, where
r g , 1 ¨ , ¨ s g¨ g , g¨ g , g g SL D , .  .  . . Ä Ä .1 2 1 2 3
t
r 1, h ¨ , ¨ s ¨ , ¨ h , h g SL , .  .  . . 1 2 1 2 2
 . .with g as in 1 b .Ä
 .  .  .  .  .4 Let G, r, V be of type I 13 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a
  ..Sp = SL , r, M F , where2 n 2 m 2 n 2 m
tr g , g ¨ s g ¨ g , g g Sp , g g SL , . .1 2 1 2 1 2 n 2 2 m
 .   .  .  ..or to b SU D = SL D , r, M D for a di¨ ision quaternionn m n r2 m r2
algebra D o¨er F, where
r g , g ¨ s g ¨g , g g SU D , g g SL D , .  .  . . Ä1 2 1 2 1 n 2 m
 . .with g as in 1 b .Ä2
 .  .  . 5 Let G, r, V be of type II. Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to Sp =n
n 0 . . SL D , r, F m D , where D is a quaternion algebra o¨er F split or1
. 0  < 4nonsplit , D s x g D Tr x s 0 , and
ir g , g ¨ m ¨ s g ¨ m g ¨ g . . .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2
Here Tr denotes the reduced trace of D.
 .  .  .  .6 Let G, r, V be of type III 2 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to
0SL B = SL B , r , M B , .  .  . .n r l m r l n r l m r l
 . 2where l is a di¨ isor of n, m , B is a di¨ ision algebra o¨er F with dim B s l ,F
0 0B is its opposite algebra with an anti-isomorphism i of B to B, and r is as
 .in 2.4 .
 .Proof. In these cases, Ker r , m except in the cases where G, r, V0 2
 .  .  .is of type I 2 and n is odd, or of type III 2 . In the case of I 2 with n odd,
Ker r s m and can be treated as in Theorem 2.2.0 1
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2 .Let us consider the other cases. Since the map H F, Ker r ª0
2  ..H F, Z G is injective in these cases, it is enough to determine0
y1 2 ..  .d H F, Ker r by Proposition 1.3. Take the case I 2 . In this case, a0
2 .class of H F, Ker r corresponds to a quaternion algebra D over F and0
 .  .we have G s SL F or SL D for a division quaternion algebra Dn n r2
 .  .over F. It is easy to see that the triplet a and b define F-forms of type
 .  .  .  .I 2 . Hence a and b give F-forms. The type I 3 can be treated in the
same way.
 .Now take the type I 9 . Let G s G = G with G s SL and G s0 1 2 1 6 2
2 . 2 .SL . Then Ker r s m = m and H F, Ker r s H F, m = m . Our2 0 2 1 0 2 1
assertion follows from this as before. The case of II can be proved in the
same way.
 .In the case of type I 13 , let G s G = G , where G s Sp and0 1 2 1 2 n
 . < 4 2 .G s SL . Then Ker r s a, a a g m and H F, Ker r ,2 2 m 0 2 0
2 . 2  .. 2 .H F, m considered as a subgroup H F, Z G s H F, m =2 0 2
2 .H F, m by the diagonal embedding. Our assertion follows from this as2
before.
 .For III 2 , we have Ker r , m and we can treat this case also in then, m.
same way as before. This completes the proof.
 .  .  .Next we treat the cases I 17 and 20 in Theorem 2.5 and the case I 23
in Theorem 2.6.
THEOREM 2.5. Let F be an algebraic number field or a local field.
 .  .  .  .1 Let G, r, V be of type I 17 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to
2Spin q = SL D , r , D , .  . .1
 .  .  .where q g S F with disc q s disc q and D is a quaternion algebra o¨er7 0
 .  .  .  .  .F satisfying « q r« q s inv D if F is a local field and « q r« q s0 ¨ ¨ 0
 .inv D for all ¨ g S if F is an algebraic number field. r is gi¨ en by¨
ir g , g ¨ s r g ¨ g , g , g g Spin q = SL D , 2.5 .  .  .  .  .  . .1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1
 .  .where r is the spin representation of Spin q into GL D .1 2
 .  .  .  .2 Let G, r, V be of type I 20 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to
Spin q = SL D , r , D8 , .  . .1
 .  .  .where q g S F with disc q s disc q and D is a quaternion algebra o¨er10 0
 .  .F satisfying the condition in 1 . r is gi¨ en by 2.5 , where r is a half-spin1
 .  .representation of Spin q into GL D .8
 .  .Proof. In the case of I 17 , Z G , m = m , Ker r , m , and Ker r0 2 2 0 2 0
 . 2 .is diagonally embedded into Z G . We see the map H F, Ker r ª0 0
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2  .. y1 2H F, Z G is injective. Hence it is enough to determine d H0
 .. 2 . 2 .F, Ker r , where H F, Ker r is H F, m considered as a subgroup0 0 2
2 . 2 .of H F, m = H F, m by the diagonal embedding. Since the kernel of2 2
 .the half-spin representation r is trivial, r is realized in GL D over F1 1 2
 .by Remark 1.4. By the same argument as in Theorem 2.4 4 and the Hasse
principle, we obtain the assertion.
 .  .In the case of I 20 , let H s Spin and H s SL . Then Z H s m1 10 2 2 1 4
 .and Z H s m . If we consider m as a subgroup of m naturally, then we2 2 2 4
have an exact sequence
1 ª Ker r ª Z H = Z H ª Z H ª 1, .  .  .0 1 2 1
 .  .  .where the map of Z H = Z H to Z H is the multiplication in m .1 2 1 4
 . < 4 2 .From this, we see Ker r s a, a a g m and the map H F, Ker r ª0 2 0
2  .. y1 ..H F, Z G is injective. Hence it is enough to determine d a , a in0
1 1 .  .H F, G for each a g H F, m , since0 2
2 < 2H F , Ker r s a , a a g H F , m .  .  . 40 2
; H 2 F , Z H = H 2 F , Z H . .  . .  .1 2
We have a commutative diagram
1 2 1 2 26 6  . .  .   .  . .H F, H rZ H H F, H H F, Z H rZ H1 1 1 1 1
6 6
d1
2 2 2 2 26 6  . .   ..   .  . .H F, Z H H F, Z H H F, Z H rZ H ,1 1 1 1
two rows of which are exact. The first vertical map is the Hasse invariant.
1 2 .   ..Let d be the coboundary map of H F, H to H F, Z H . Then the1 1 1
1 y1  ..  .preceding diagram shows that if c g H F, H g d a , then it is an1 1
1  .2 . 1  ..image of c9 g H F, H rZ H , H F, SO q such that its image in1 1 0
2  .2 . 2 .H F, Z H s H F, m gives a . Since the kernels of the half-spin1 2
representations are trivial, our assertion easily follows from this and
Remark 1.4.
THEOREM 2.6. Let F be an algebraic number field or a non-archimedean
 .  .  .local field. Let G, r, V be of type I 23 . Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to
either:
 .   . .  .  .  .  .a Spin q , r, V for q g S F such that disc q s disc q , « q12 0
 .  .  .  .  .s « q if F is a local field, and disc q s disc q and « q s « q for0 0 ¨ ¨ 0
all ¨ g S if F is an algebraic number field. r is any one of the two half-spin
 .representations of Spin q .
 .   . .  .b Spin h , r, V with h g AH D for a di¨ ision quaternion algebra6
 .  .  .D o¨er F such that disc h s disc h if F is a local field and disc h s0
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 .  .disc h , c h , h s 1 if F is an algebraic number field. r is one of the0 0
 .half-spin representations of Spin h .
Proof. In this case it is enough to consider inner forms of G . Let Y be0
 .the kernel of the natural map of G to SO q . Then we have0 0
Z G s Ker r [ Y .0 0
and Ker r , Y , m . From the exact sequence0 2
1 ª Z G rY ª SO q ª G ª 1 .  .0 0 0
we obtain the diagram
h1 1 26 6  ..  .   . .H F, SO q H F, G H F, Z G rY
6 6
0 0 0
d
2 2 26 6 .   ..   . .H F, Y H F, Z G H F, Z G rY6
6
0 0
2  . .H F, Z G rKer r .0 0  .2.6
The first vertical map is the Hasse invariant. Since
H 2 F , Z G s H 2 F , Y [ H 2 F , Ker r , .  .  . .0 0
2  .. 2  . .the kernel of the canonical map H F, Z G ª H F, Z G rKer r is0 0 0
< 21, a a g H f , Ker r .  . 40
2 . 2  ..and the map H F, Ker r ª H F, Z G is injective. For each a g0 0
2 . 2 . y1 .. y1 ..H F, Ker r s H F, m , we determine d 1, a . Let c g d 1, a .0 2
 .  .Then h c s a if we identify Ker r with Z G rY.0 0
2 . y1 ..If a s 1 in H F, Ker r , then a class c in d 1, a comes from an0
1  .. 2 .element of H F, SO q whose coboundary class in H F, Y is trivial.0
 . 2 . 2 .Hence we obtain the case a . If a / 1 in H F, Ker r , H F, m , a0 2
 .determines a division quaternion algebra D over F. Let h g AH D be0 6
w xof maximal index. Then by Proposition 12.10 of B-T and Propositions 7
w xand 8 of T2 , we know just one of the half-spin representations r9 is
 .  .defined over F for Spin h . Let f be an isomorphism of Spin h to0 0
 . y1 s   .. y1Spin q such that f f g Int Spin q for s g G and r ( f is equiva-0 0 0
y1 s 1 .  .lent to r9, and let c be the class of the 1-cocycle f f in H F, G .0
y1 ..Then we see c lies in d 1, a . Considering the twist by the 1-cocycle
 y1 s .f f , we see it is enough to determine Ker d 9, where d 9 is the
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coboundary map
1 2H F , Spin h ª H F , Z Spin h . .  . . . .0 0
 .By a similar diagram as 2.6 , it is enough to determine the classes in
1  .. 2 .H F, SU h whose image in H F, Y by the coboundary map D in the0 c
 . 1  .. 1  ..definition of c h , h is trivial. Let t : H F, SU h ª H F, U h be0 0 0
1  ..  .as before and for c9 g H F, SU h , let h be an element of AH D0 6
 .  .corresponding to the class t c9 . Then it is easy to see if D c9 s 1, then
 .  . y1  ..c h , h s 1 and if c h , h s 1, one of the classes c0 in t t c90 0
 .satisfies D c0 s 1. This proves our assertion.
Now we treat the cases where outer forms appear. First we determine
 .  .the cases of I 1 and 12 .
THEOREM 2.7. Let F be an algebraic number field or a local field.
 .  .  .1 Let G, r, V be of type I 1 . Let F be an algebraic number field.
0 .  .   .  . .Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a SL D = SL D , r, D , where D is a1 1
central simple algebra o¨er F of dim D s n2 and D0 is the opposite algebraF
0of D with an anti-isomorphism i from D to D, and r is gi¨ en by
ir g , g ¨ s g ¨ g , . .1 2 1 2
 .    ..  ..or to b R SL B , r, H B , where B is a central simple algebra o¨erK r F 1 1
a quadratic extension K of F with an in¨olution i of the second kind and
ir g ¨ s g¨ g . .
 .  .If F is a local field, then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a for a central simple
 .  .algebra D o¨er F or b for B s M K for a quadratic extension K of F.n
 .  .  .2 Let G, r, V be of type I 12 . Let F be an algebraic number field.
0 2 .  .   .  . .Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a SL D = SL D = SL , r, D m F ,1 1 2
where D is a central simple algebra o¨er F of dim D s 32, D0 and i asF
before, and r is gi¨ en by
ir g , g , g ¨ m ¨ s g ¨ g m g ¨ , .  . .1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 2
2 .    ..  . .or to b R SL B = SL , r, H B m F , where B is a central simpleK r F 1 2 1
algebra of dim B s 32 o¨er a quadratic extension K of F with an in¨olutionF
i of the second kind, and r is gi¨ en by
ir g , g ¨ m ¨ s g ¨ g m g ¨ . .  . .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
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 .  .If F is a local field, G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a for a central simple algebra
2  .  .D o¨er F of dim D s 3 o¨er F or b for B s M K for a quadraticF 3
extension K of F.
 .  .Proof. We will give a proof for 1 . The assertion 2 can be proved in
the same way. First assume G is isomorphic to H = H over F, where H1 2 i
is an F-form of SL . We see easily outer forms do not appear as H . Inn i
this case, it is enough to consider inner forms of G s SL = SL . We see0 n n
y1 <Ker r s a, a a g m . . 40 n
2 . 2  ..Since H F, Ker r ª H F, Z G is injective and0 0
2 y1 < 2H F , Ker r s c, c c g H F , m , .  .  . 40 n
 .  0.hence H , SL D and H , SL D for a central simple algebra D1 1 2 1
0  .  . .  .over F. We see easily SL D = SL D , r, D is of type I 1 and defined1 1
over F.
 .Now assume G s R H for a quadratic extension K of F and anK r F
algebraic group H over K. As before, by considering the action of G, we
 .  .see H is an inner form of SL . Hence G s R SL and Z G sn a 0 K r F n a 0
 .  .R m . The map induced by r is the norm map of R m toK r F n a 0 K r F n
  .. 1.  .Z GL V s m , and Ker r s R m . Hence r inducesn a 0 K r F n a 0
r #: H 2 F , R m , H 2 K , m ª H 2 F , m . .  .  . .a 0 K r F n n n
The kernel of this map corresponds to a central simple algebra B over K
 .with an involution i of the second kind, and H , SL B . We see easily1
 .  .the prehomogeneous vector space given in b is of type I 1 and defined
over F. The assertion in the case of local fields follows from the fact that
there does not exist a nontrivial central simple algebra with an involution
of the second kind.
 . . G, r 0Remark 2.8. In the case of 1 a , Q s m and the nontrivial ele-0 2
G, r 0  .  .ment of Q is given by the map g , g ¬ g , g . It gives rise to an0 1 2 2 1
0 0  .  . .   .equivalence between SL D = SL D , r , D and SL D =1 1 1
0 0 . .SL D , r , D given by1
g , g ¬ g , g , ¨ ¬i¨ . .  .1 2 2 1 1 1
 . . G, r 0In the case of 1 b , also Q s m , and the nontrivial element coin-a 0 2
 .cides with the action of the nontrivial element s of Gal KrF on
 .  .  .G F s SL K . It gives an equivalence between the triplets for SL Ba 0 n 1
 0.  .and that for SL B . Similar results hold also for type I 2 .1
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 .  .Last we treat the case of I 5 in Theorem 2.9 and the case of I 15 in
Theorem 2.11.
 .  .THEOREM 2.9. Let G, r, V be of type I 5 . Let F be an algebraic
number field or a non-archimedean local field. Then G is isomorphic to either:
 .  . 2a SL D for a central simple algebra D o¨er F of dim D s 3 .2 F
 .  .  .b SU h for h g H B , where B is a central simple algebra o¨er a1
quadratic extension K o¨er F, of index 1 or 3 of dim B s 62 with anK
 .  .  =.in¨olution of the second kind, and h satisfies N h rdisc h g N K0 K r F
 .for h g H K of maximal index, where N is the reduced norm of B.0 6
Proof. First assume G is an inner form of G . We see Ker r s m ,0 0 3
 .Z G s m , and0 6
H 2 F , Ker r ª H 2 F , Z G .  . .0 0
y1 2 ..is injective, and it is enough to determine d H F, Ker r . In this case,0
 .we obtain a .
Next assume G is an inner form of a quasisplit group G . Then G is aa 0 a 0
 .  .special unitary group SU h for h g H K for a quadratic extension K0 0 6
 . 1.  . 1.  .of F. We know Z G s R m and Ker r s R m . Since thea 0 K r F 6 a 0 K r F 3
exact sequence
1 ª R1. m ª R1. m ª R1. m ª 1 .  .  .K r F 3 K r F 6 K r F 2
induced by the map x ¬ x 3 of m to m splits, we see6 2
H 2 F , R1. m ª H 2 F , R1. m .  . .  .K r F 3 K r F 6
y1 2 ..is injective, and we see it is enough to determine d H F, Ker r .a 0
From the exact sequence
1 ª R1. m ª R m ª m ª 1 .  .K r F 3 K r F 3 3
we obtain
H 1 F , R m . .K r F 3
ª H 1 F , m .3
ª H 2 F , R1. m ª H 2 F , R m ª H 2 F , m ; .  .  . . .K r F 3 K r F 3 3
hence
1 ª F=rF=3N K= ª H 2 F , R1. m .  . .K r F K r F 3
ª Ker H 2 K , m ª H 2 F , m ª 1. .  . .3 3
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 2 . 2 ..We note an element of Ker H K, m ª H F, m corresponds to a3 3
central simple algebra B over K with an involution of the second kind of
1 2 .  .  .index 1 or 3. For c g H F, G satisfying d c g H F, Ker r , therea 0 a 0
exists a central simple algebra B over K of dim B s 62, of index 1 or 3K
 .  .with an involution of the second kind such that G s SU h for h g H B .1
In the diagram
2 1. 6 2 1. 6 2 1.  ..   ..   ..H F, R m H F, R m H F, R mKrF 3 KrF 6 KrF 2
6 6 6
2 1. 2 1. 2 1.6 6  ..   ..   ..H F , R m H F , R m H F , R m ,  v KrF 3 v KrF 6 v KrF 2
¨ ¨ ¨
 .all the vertical maps are injective. Hence we see the condition d c g
2 1. 1  ..  .H F, R m for c g H F, G can be checked locally.K r F 3 a 0
 .Assume G s SU h for h as before. For ¨ g S which splits in K, we
have no condition. Let ¨ be a place that does not split in K. Then we
know
H 2 F , R1. m , F=r F=3N K= s m .  . .  .¨ K r F 3 ¨ ¨ K r F ¨ 1¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 . 2 1.  ..  .and we see d c g H F , R m if and only if d c is trivial. Since¨ ¨ K r F 3 ¨
we have no division algebra with an involution of the second kind over
 .  .local fields, we may assume B s M K and h g H K . From the exact¨ 6 ¨ 6 ¨
sequence
1 ª SU h ª U h ª R1. G ª 1, .  .  .0 0 K r F m¨ ¨
we obtain
1 6 1 6 1 1.  ..   ..   ..H F , SU h H F , U h H F , R G
6 6
v 0 v 0 v K rF mv v
;1 16 .  .H F , SU h H F , U h .  .
6 6
v 0 v 0
d
2 26   ...    ...H F , Z SU h H F , Z U h .v 0 v 0
Under the identification
H 1 F , R1. G , F=rN K= , .  . .¨ K r F m ¨ K r F ¨¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
1  .. 1 1.  ..  .the map H F , U h ª H F , R G is given by a ¬ N h r¨ 0 ¨ K r F m¨ ¨
 .  . 1N h , when a corresponds to h g H K . Under the isomorphism H F ,0 6 ¨ ¨
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1 1.  .   ..SU h , H F , U h , c is the image of a class a in H F , U h .  .0 ¨ 0 ¨ 0
 .corresponding to h. From this, we obtain d c is trivial if and only if¨
 .  .  = .  .  .N h r N h g N K . S in ce N h r N h g N0 K r F ¨ 0 K r F¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
 =.  .  .  =.K ;¨ g S if and only if N h rN h g N K , we obtain our¨ 0 K r F
result. This completes the proof.
Remark 2.10. We see QG, r 0 s m . Its nontrivial element gives ana 0 2
 .  0.  .equivalence between the triplets for SL D and SL D in the case a2 2
 .  0 i .  .and between the triplets for B, h and B , h in the case b , where i is
an anti-isomorphism of B to B0.
 .  .THEOREM 2.11. Let G, r, V be of type I 15 . Let F be an algebraic
number field or a non-archimedean local field.
 .  .1 Assume n is odd or n is e¨en G 6 and m is odd. Then G, r, V is
  . .  .  .isomorphic to Spin q = SL , r, M , where q g S F with disc q / 0,m nm n
and
tr g , g ¨ s r g ¨ g , .  . .1 2 1 1 2
 .  .for the natural homomorphism r of Spin q to SO q .1
 .  .2 Assume n G 6 and both n and m are e¨en. Then G, r, V is
 .   . .  .  .equi¨ alent to a Spin q = SL , r, M , where q g S F with disc q /m nm n
 .   .  .  ..0 and r as before, or to b Spin h = SL D , r, M D , wherem r2 n r2m r2
 .  .D is a di¨ ision quaternion algebra o¨er F, h g AH D with disc h / 0,n r2
and
r g , g ¨ s r g ¨g , .  . . Ä1 2 1 1 2
ti .  .  .with g s g for g s g for the natural homomorphism r of Spin hÄ1 i j i j 1
 .to SU h .
 .  .  .3 Assume n s 4 and m s 2. Then G, r, V is equi¨ alent to a
  .  .  .  ..SL D = SL D = SL D , r, V 8 , where D , D , and D are1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 3
 .  .  .quaternion algebras o¨er F such that c D c D s c D and r is induced1 2 3
 .  .    ..by the isomorphism D m D m D , M F , or to b R SL D =1 2 3 8 K r F 1 1
 .  ..SL D , r, V 8 , where D is a quaternion algebra o¨er a quadratic exten-1 2 1
sion K of F, D is a quaternion algebra o¨er F such that2
c Cor D s c D , . .K r F 1 2
 .  .  .and r is induced by the isomorphism Cor D m D , M F , or to cK r F 1 2 8
   ..  ..R SL D , r, V 8 , where D is a quaternion algebra o¨er a cubicK r F 1
  ..extension K of F such that c Cor D is tri¨ ial and r is induced by theK r F
 .  .  .isomorphism Cor D , M F . Here Cor D denotes the corestric-K r F 8 K r F
 w x .tion of D for KrF cf. R , Theorem 11 .
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Proof. When n is odd or n is even and m is odd, Ker r s m ora 0 1
m = m and the assertion can be proved easily.2 1
Assume both m and n are even and n G 6. First assume 4 does not
divide n and G is an inner form of G . Let G s H = H , where0 0 1 2
 .H s Spin q and H s SL . Then1 0 2 m
 :Z H s m s z , Z H s m .  .1 4 2 m
and
 2 :Ker r s z , z , m . . 4
2 . 2  ..We see H F, Ker r ª H F, Z G is injective and0
2 2 < 2H F , Ker r s a, a a g H F , m . .  .  . 44
y1 2 .. 2 .Hence it is enough to determine d a, a for each a g H F, m .4
From the exact sequence
1 ª Z H rY ª SO q ª H ª 1, .  .1 1 0 1
we obtain the diagram
h1 1 26 6  ..  .   . .H F, SO q H F, H H F, Z H rY
6 6
0 1 1 1
h92 2 26 6 .   ..   . .H F, Y H F, Z H H F, Z H rY ,1 1 1 1  .2.7
 .  .where Y is the kernel of the natural map Spin q ª SO q , and the1 0 0
lower horizontal sequence is induced by the exact sequence
1 ª Y ª Z H ª Z H rY ª 1. .  .1 1 1 1
1 1 y1 2 2 .  .  .  ..  .If c, c9 g H F, H = H F, H belong to d a, a , then h c s a1 2
and a2 determines a quaternion algebra D over F. If D splits, then the
 .  .triplet is equivalent to a and if D does not split, it is equivalent to b .
Assume G is an outer form of G and let G be the quasisplit group of0 a 0
 .which G is an inner form. Then G s Spin q , where q is an element ina 0
 .  .S F of maximal index with disc q / 1. Let K be the quadratic exten-n
1. .  .’sion F disc q of F. Let c be the homomorphism of R m to . K r F 4
1.  . 2R m sm induced by that of m to m z ¬ z . Then we haveK r F 2 2 4 2
 . 1.  .Z H s R m and1 K r F 4
< 2Ker r # s a, c a a g H F , Z H . .  . 4 .  .a 0 1
Then in the same way as before, we can prove our assertion.
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Assume m is even and 4 divides n. Assume G is an inner form of G .0
Then we have
 :  :  :Z H s m = m s z = z9 > Y s zz9 .1 2 2 1
and
Ker r s z , y1 , z9, y1 , zz9, 1 , 1 . 4 .  .  .0
 .We have the same diagram as 2.7 and we see
2 < 2H F , Ker r s c, c9, cc9 c, c9 g H F , m . .  .  . 40 2
 .  .We can check that the map h9 in 2.7 is given by h9 c, c9 s cc9 for
2 .c, c9 g H F, m . Assume G is an outer form of G and assume G is an2 0
 .  .inner form of a quasisplit group G . Then G is Spin q for q g S F ofa 0 a 0 n
 .maximal index with disc q / 1. Let K be as before. Then we know
 .  .  .Z H s R m . Let N be the norm map of R m to m . Then1 K r F 2 K r F 2 2
we have
<Ker r s a, Na a g R m . .  . 4a 0 K r F 2
In this case, h9 is induced by N. We can proceed in the same way as
before.
Assume n s 4 and m s 2. In this case, G , SL = SL = SL and0 2 2 2
r s L m L m L . First consider the case of inner forms. Then we have0 1 1 1
<Ker r s a, b , ab a, b g m . 4 .0 2
 .In this case we easily obtain a . As for outer forms, we have to consider
two cases: G s R SL = SL for a quadratic extension K of F anda 0 K r F 2 2
G s R SL for a cubic extension K of F. In the first case, we havea 0 K r F 2
<Ker r s a, Na a g R m , .  . 4a 0 K r F 2
 .where N is the norm map of R m to m , and in the latter case,K r F 2 2
<Ker r s a g R m Na s 1 . . 4a 0 K r F 2
2  .. 2 . 2 .The map of H F, R m s H K, m to H F, m induced by theK r F 2 2 2
norm map corresponds to the corestriction for central simple algebras.
From this, we easily obtain our result. This completes the proof.
Remark 2.12. If n or m is odd, QG, r s m , and if n is even and n G 6,0 1
G, r G, r 1 .  . .  .then Q s m . In the cases of 1 and 2 a , Q acts on H F, Ga 0 2 a 0 a 0
 . .trivially, and in the case of 2 b , it acts on classes of hermitian form
 . G, rtrivially. In the case of 3 , Q equals the symmetric groups of degree 3,a 0
m , the cyclic group of order 3, or m according to whether G is of type2 1 a 0
 .  .  .  .a , b , or c for a cyclic extension K of F of degree 3, or c for a
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 . G, rnon-Galois cubic extension K of F. In the case of a , Q induces0
permutations among D , D , and D ; in the other cases, the nontrivial1 2 3
elements do not affect G.
 .  .From the preceding results, we see Z G is isomorphic to m , R mn K r F n
1.  .for a quadratic extension or a cubic extension K of F, R m for aK r F n
 .quadratic extension K of F, or a product of them. Let G, r, V be as
Ä  .before and set G s G = G and r s r m 1. Then Ker r , Z G and weÄ Äm
2  ..know the Hasse principle holds for H F, Z G . Since the Hasse princi-
1 Ä . w x ple holds for H F, G , in the same way as Theorem 6.22 of P-R cf. the
.remark after the proof of Theorem 6.22 , we can prove the following
theorem.
 .THEOREM 2.13. Let F be an algebraic number field and let G, r, V be
the semisimple part of a reduced irreducible prehomogeneous ¨ector space
Ädefined o¨er F. Let G and r be as before. Then the Hasse mapÄ
1 Ä 1 ÄH F , GrKer r ª H F , GrKer rÄ Ä .   /¨
¨gS
is injecti¨ e.
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